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Three Rivers Gallery & Gifts  
Artist Contract 

 

By signing this agreement, Artist understands, and agrees, to the following: 
 

1. Artist’s membership in the Three Rivers Artist Guild (“TRAG”) is current. 
 

2. All artwork is original to and created by the Artist themselves.   
 

3. All artwork will be installed for the complete three (3) month rotation period. Artist agrees to not remove any 
artwork during the three (3) month rotation period without the prior written consent of the Gallery Chair. 

 

4. Artist agrees to pay a $60 fee for the three (3) month rotation period when they drop off their artwork via check 
or cash. 

 

5. TRAG will retain a thirty percent (30%) commission for each piece of artwork sold. 
 

6. TRAG will issue a check within thirty (30) days of each month-end to Artist for their sold artwork each month. 
 

7. Artist is required to work two (2) half days or one (1) full day at the Gallery each month of the rotation period. 
Artist also understands that it is their responsibility to find another Artist to cover their shift if they are unable to 
work their shift for whatever reason. Artist gives TRAG permission to share their name, email and phone number 
with other artists in the same rotation period for such purpose. 

 

8. Artist is responsible for ensuring that their 2D artwork is appropriately wired for hanging as shown in the Gallery 
2D Artwork Requirements document found on the threeriversartistguild.com website. 

 

9. The Gallery Committee and members of the Art Installation Team have the right to accept, reject or remove any 
artwork at any time. 

 

10. Artists must refresh a minimum of 50% of their inventory if participating in consecutive rotations. (A maximum 
of 50% of unsold or identical pieces may be carried over from one rotation to the next.) In addition, no single 
item may be displayed in the gallery for more than two consecutive rotations. 

 

11. TRAG insures artwork while on display in the Gallery.  
 

12. Artist gives TRAG permission to use photos taken in the Gallery, which may include images of Artist’s artwork, 
for marketing media and news stories. 

 

13. Artist guarantees that all work submitted is original to the Artist and does not knowingly infringe on the work of 
any other person. (Work that violates this policy includes but is not limited to: items created using another 
person’s patterns or tutorials, reproductions of another person’s work even if in a different format or slightly 
altered, use of a person’s likeness without a proper model release, and depictions of logos or registered 
trademarks.) 
 

14. Artist agrees to defend and hold harmless the Three Rivers Artist Guild from any legal claims arising from misuse 
of or infringement on another person’s work.  

 
Artist Name:        Signature:      
       (please print) 

 
Committee Member Signature:        Date:    


